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 There are many places and opportunities to ask a new member to join. You will have various  

ways to ask the question, a different approach to the situation, and 

separate information to share based on the prospective member you are 

asking to join the VFW Auxiliary. Know your member that you are inviting 

to join. If you don’t; Ask questions!! What are their likes, dislikes, hobbies, 

etc. After knowing this information, you will be able to identify the facts 

or information they will need to know about the VFW Auxiliary. 

 Not ready to join the organization yet? Continue to include them in the 

events, happenings, and volunteer work in which your Auxiliary is 

participating. Showing them firsthand is a great recruiting tool that can 

encourage them to join! This is also a great follow up tool. If they are always on your list for reminders 

and event notifications, it will be hard to forget about us!  

 

Include Current Members 

 As with new or prospective members, including your current members in those same events, 

happenings, and volunteer projects will work hand in hand with inclusion of your members 

and the recruitment of new members.  

 Current members can feel, at times, that they are forgotten and just another 

name on a paper with a dues card. Including them  can change this 

feeling. Do they have a hard time getting around? Offer to pick 

them up! Can’t make it on the days /nights of the meetings? 

Find a time they can meet and invite them to coffee or lunch to keep them up to 

date on Auxiliary business (NOT GOSSIP)! Do they have children and no sitter? 

Make sure to remind them that children are allowed at meetings and all family 

friendly events.  

 

Invest in the Future 

 Investing in your former, current, or prospective members is the key to your Auxiliary thriving. 

Your Auxiliary is YOUR family! Reach out to former members and find out why 

they left and then try to change something about the situation that made them 

leave. Mentor new members to take positions within the line or chairmanships, 

if you are not doing this then, when you are gone, no one will know how to do 

anything! Do you have members with children? Invest in those children by 

hosting kids nights or kid specific events to teach patriotism and what the 

Auxiliary is and stands for, those same kids will be the future of your Auxiliary 

and your future communicators for their peers!   



Dues Reminders must be out by now!! If you do not have them out, please get those done ASAP, you are 

doing yourself a disservice by not sending now! If you have already sent your reminders and need help 

with your 2nd or 3rd rounds, please let me know and I will send them for you!  

 

Don’t forget our incentive for Officers – Please read below! The deadline for this one is September 30th 

ALL officers MUST be paid! Help get Illinois done with this one early!      


